Spine Barstool
Space Copenhagen , 2011

Description

Shop

Spine bar stool by Space Copenhagen for Fredericia.
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In recent years, a number of dazzling Copenhagen restaurants has put Nordic
cuisine on the gastronomic world map. Yet our gratitude to these metropolitan
restaurants has nothing to do with food.
In connection with a number of interior design assignments for Michelin
restaurants in Copenhagen, Space Copenhagen developed what eventually became
the Spine series. Their first creation was a lounge chair, soon followed by a dining
chair, dining table, bar stool, lounge sofa, and two coffee tables.
In line with several of these successful restaurants, Spine is anchored in Nordic
tradition, but with an innovative, personal twist. The simple lines are classically
Scandinavian, while the unorthodox details give the furniture a striking new
expression. Despite the contrasting elements, the top and bottom still merge into an
entity that is quite unique.
Space Copenhagen has indulged in quality materials that are handcrafted and give
the series an authority that is striking and tangible. Available in black lacquered
oak, standard lacquered oak, or smoked lacquered oak.
The Spine barstool can be upholstered in a wide range fabrics and leathers selected
by Fredericia from upholstery specialists including Kvadrat, Gabriel, Camira, C.
Olesen, Danish Art Weaving, Osborn & Little, and Rubelli.
Please note: fabric swatches shown in the downloadable pdf show only one example
from each fabric family, eg: Kvadrat Remix 2, Gabriel Breeze Fusion etc. Please
consult pdf for specific fabric types and their corresponding price group.
Sample images can be viewed by following the above links to the fabric
manufacturer's website. Sample fabric can be viewed at our showroom and shop
Dimensions
45w x 51d x 74/104cmh
Product code
FRE-173*
Delivery
Made-to-order: 8-10 weeks
Price
£1,153.00
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